ATTENTION
You are receiving the most up to date, newest revision of our TL6 harness. Some of the installation videos show other
connectors being installed that are no longer used on any TL6 application. Do not be alarmed - you did NOT receive the
wrong harness. This harness only uses TWO T-harness connectors. One under the steering column (7pin), and the other
at the BCM (30pin).
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1. Remove the lower dash panel and the bottom steering
wheel shroud to gain access to the required connectors.
(some vehicle require additional panels to be removed)
2. Make sure the connectors are unplugged from the
remote start module.

SLP Connection Zip Tie Loop
Some of the Toyota clips
don't fully lock into our
female connector. Use one
of the provided zip ties to
wrap around the SLP
connectors to make sure
they stay secure at all times.
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN!!!!!!

3. Route the 7pin SLP connector to the underside of the
steering wheel. Unplug the factory connector and install
ours inline.
4. Locate the 30pin BCM connector in the vehicle. Unplug
the factory connector and install ours inline. Use
EXTREME CAUTION with this connection.. the male pins
are very fragile. DO NOT FORCE THIS CONNECTION. If it
doesn't fit with ease, check for bent pins and realign
them if necessary. *There are a few plugs at the BCM,
ONLY ONE will fit our harness - You can't screw it up ;)

*** Before you begin programming, make sure the safety disable switch is in the OFF
position and both RED & BLUE connectors are plugged into the module.
1. Press & HOLD the button on the module - Flip the toggle switch ON - release the button
when the light turns ORANGE - It will now turn solid RED
2. Press the Push-to-Start button twice to turn the ignition ON. The LED will turn solid
GREEN or ORANGE (if it turns Green, you are done. If it turns Orange, continue with steps)
3. Press the Start/Stop button once to turn the ignition OFF.
4. Press the Start/Stop button twice to turn the ignition ON again. The LED will turn solid
GREEN for about 3 seconds then shuts off.
5. Programming is now complete.

Rav4 - Corolla - Scion iM
The BCM connector is located near the fuse box
underneath the dash. If you lay on the floor and
look up, you will see it.

Location of the SLP and BCM connectors
are in the same location for all vehicles.
(except the BCM in the Rav4, Corolla,
Scion iM)

